Effect of some additives on the biostability of a poly(etherurethane) elastomer.
Four materials based on a single poly-(etherurethane) (PEU) prepared from MDI and PTMEG but differing in additives were studied in the cage implant system. The two additives studied were Santowhite powder at the 1% level and Methacrol 2138F 5%. Methacrol 2138F appeared to be immiscible with the base PEU and was dispersed in discrete domains about 0.5-micron in size. The retrieved PEU specimens were also cleaned and examined in the optical and scanning electron microscopes, and the size and density of adherent foreign body giant cells (FBGCs) were measured at implantation times up to 10 weeks. Methacrol 2138F had no effect on the density, coverage or size distribution of adherent FBGCs, but leaching of Methacrol 2138F was considered to be responsible for extensive pitting of the PEU surface. On the other hand, Santowhite powder appeared to inhibit formation of FBGCs, and while surface cracking and flaking were observed as early as 3 weeks postimplantation on some PEUs, the Santowhite powder effectively inhibited surface cracking and flaking up to the longest implantation time studied.